Elo @ The Office
Open Collaboration Touch Screens for your Meetings and Webinars
You may already know Elo® based on seeing one of our touchscreens, touch computers, kiosks or commercial tablets in use at your favorite store, restaurant, or hotel. Did you know Elo Touch Solutions offers technology for your office? Our thin, bright and beautiful interactive digital signs are great way to embrace collaboration in your meeting rooms, enhance your lobby, and guide visitors through your building.

Why Elo @ The Office?

Interactive Computing rather than Passive Projection

Elo @ The Office goes beyond traditional projector and big screen TV approaches in your meeting rooms. It’s affordable enough to be deployed in every conference room – not just the board room. Your IT team manages and secures Elo @ The Office touchscreens like every other computer in your network. It’s like having a giant tablet on your wall with voice, video and data unified communications capabilities that bring true-to-life HD video for face-to-face collaboration whenever and wherever you are. Team collaboration on projects, web conferencing, video conferencing, virtual receptionists, building directories and wayfinders all become possible without locking you in to a single software vendor.
Easy to Deploy Cloud Collaboration
Are you using Avaya Aura, Citrix GoToMeeting, Cisco Telepresence, Google Hangouts, LifeSize, Microsoft Lync, Polycom Realpresence, ShoreTel, Skype, Unify, WebEx, or other collaboration tools? Is your data in the cloud using Dropbox, Google Drive, Microsoft Azure, Oracle, salesforce.com, SAP, or SharePoint? Elo @ The Office works with them all. You choose your tools. Elo makes it big, bright and interactive for the same amount of money you would spend on a projector, screen, and laptop. No external computers to connect or USB drives to lose. No new software to learn and no special rooms to schedule as you use the same tools in meetings that you use at your desk. You run your meetings anywhere and anytime using your choice of communication, conferencing and collaboration tools.

More Effective Meetings and Training Sessions:
With Elo @ The Office, every worldwide meeting becomes face-to-face collaboration space to share expertise and ideas and stay connected, minus the travel time. Remote participants can join the meeting using their phone, tablet or computer. Meeting leaders walk in, sign on, and start sharing. Find yourself taking pictures of the whiteboard after a meeting? Imagine combining the simplicity of a whiteboard with the touch interactive experience of a computer – without the need for a projector or a laptop.
Where to use Elo @ The Office Solutions?

**Digital Whiteboards for Meetings Rooms**
- Capture all your notes and integrate your multimedia content into a single file.
- Create, deliver and manage high-impact digital content with your finger or a stylus.
- Annotate over applications, write notes in digital ink, then save your work to share.
- Access your cloud content, presentations, digital dashboards, or other back-office applications.
- Share ideas and brainstorm across geographic locations and organizational boundaries.
- Run open collaboration and cloud-based applications with all the management and security of your existing IT infrastructure.

**Virtual Receptionist for Lobbies**
- Manage your front desk or lobby traffic without losing the personal touch of human customer service to deliver a professional visitor experience.
- Communicate with visitors via face-to-face video or audio-only conversations to greet visitors from the convenience of your own desk.
- Increase employees sense of security by alerting them when visitors arrive.
- Allow a single receptionist or security person to monitor and interact with visitors in multiple remote lobbies.
- Enable employees to stay connected and reachable in or out of the office.
- Ability to display building maps and additional information on screen.
- Cloud-based management and call placement.

**Interactive Way-finding for Lobbies**
- Building directories without complex set-up/ graphic design.
- Centralized listing management for multiple lobby locations to streamline operations.
- Enhanced interactive listings and advertising content.
- Easy-to-use administrative interface and system navigation.

---

**About Elo Interactive Digital Signage**

Elo founders pioneered the touch screen over 40 years ago. Today, Elo Touch Solutions is a leading global supplier of touch-enabled technology, products and industry solutions. Elo’s Interactive Digital Signage (IDS) products are available in 32-inch to 70-inch sizes and include the thinnest (3-3.5”) all-in-one commercial touch displays on the market.